
Table 4.2 Teacher rubric – intro to programming.

Exceeds Expectations Meets Expectations Approaches Expectations
Does Not Meet
Expectations

Design * Student included all required items with
great attention to detail. Student went
beyond the requirements to include more
information

* Student included all
required items with atten-
tion to detail beyond the
basics

* Student included all
required items, but showed
minimal effort and little
detail

* Student did not com-
plete one or more of the
required items for their
project

Knowledge * Project shows advanced understanding of
blocks and procedures

* Project shows understand-
ing of blocks and how they
work together to meet a goal

* Project shows some
understanding of blocks
and how they work
together

* Project shows little
understanding of blocks
and how they work
together

Application * Uses additional programming techniques
* Is particularly well organized, logical, and
debugged

* Is organized, logical, and
debugged

* Has some organization
and logic
* May have a couple bugs

* Lacks organization and
logic
* Has several bugs

Process * Used project time constructively, finished
early or added additional elements
* Found ways to collaborate beyond class
structure

* Used project time con-
structively, met deadlines
* Collaborated
appropriately

* Used project time well
sometimes and met some
deadlines
* Collaborated at times

* Did not use project time
well and did not meet
deadlines
* Did not collaborate

Presentation * Well-rehearsed with smooth delivery that
holds audience attention
* Content is well organized and groups
related material

* Rehearsed with fairly
smooth delivery that holds
audience attention most of
the time
* Uses some form of
organization, but the overall
organization of topics
appears flawed

* Delivery not smooth, but
able to maintain interest of
the audience most of the
time
* Content is logically
organized for the most part

* Delivery not smooth
and audience attention
often lost
* There was no clear or
logical organizational
structure, just lots of
facts

TOTAL POINTS
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